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Courtesy As I've gotten older and wiser (take it from me, your twenties are a j-o-u-r-n-e-y), I've really grown into the love of giving my friends gifts. Whether it's for their birthday, an anniversary, graduation, or just because, the process of picking out something special you know your BFF will love is simply delightful. And I can't really explain
it, but gifting a book feels extra sophisticated and mature. A book is, like, more than a gift. It's an adventure! And given that the pandemic has presented pretty much all of us with the gift of infinite time, adding another title to your friend's reading list is a welcome bet. So no matter who you shop for, you will find the right book to gift from this
list. Funny memoirs, intriguing mysteries, heartwarming love stories—check, check, and checkity-checkity-check. By the way, if you are not completely satisfied with the options on this list (how dare u!!!), do not give up hope. More book recommendations await you over here: the funniest books ever, the most beautiful coffee table books,
the best young adult books of 2020, the graphic novels every woman should read, and thrillers that guarantee you won't get a good night's sleep until you've devoured every page, the cover cover. Ad – Continue reading below 1 What would Frida do?: A guide to living boldly by Arianna Davis Seal Press amazon.com $22.50 We guarantee
that your friends will love this one. Anyone who reads this book becomes completely obsessed with and in love with Frida Kahlo, a wise, brave woman who has never stopped believing in herself. 2 Untamed by Glennon Doyle Dial Press amazon.com yes, this is *the* book you've seen all over Instagram. The #1 New York Times
bestselling memoir scarred everyone's attention—including Reese Witherspoon— who showered it with the following praise: Packed with incredible insight into what it means to be a woman today. 3 Anna K: A Love Story by Jenny Lee Flatiron Books amazon.com Someone's gotta say it: Anna Karenina is a company. Sure, it's a classic
and everything, but reading 800-ish pages is one way more commitment than starting Sell Sunset again from Season 1. If you don't want to push someone to dive into Leo Tolstoy's tome, Jenny Lee's modern recount is a 17-year-old girl who falls in love for the first time in New York City. 4 'Maybe you should talk to someone' by Lori
Gottlieb Fair warning, you probs want to include a warning like, You're perfectly well-adjusted—this is just a really interesting read, before gifting this book to a friend. This is not a self-help book, but rather a memoir written by therapist Lori Gottlieb, which tackles the ultimate question: What does it mean to be human? The Best = It unfolds
as a TV series for ABC. 5 She regrets nothing by Andrea Dunlop Washington Square Press amazon.com If Gossip Girl and The Great Gatsby had a child, that kid would be this book. Seductive, addictive and dramatic all accurate Andrea Dunlop's poignant story of a Midwestern girl who meets her wealthy cousins, moves to NYC, and is
confronted with the downsides of fortune. 6 Daisy Jones &amp; The Six by Taylor Jenkins Reid amazon.com There are many things to make love to this fictional story of a woman who decides to follow a rock band in the 1970s. Through Daisy, you get a front row seat to the group's path to fame and its eventual demise. Read it before the
Amazon Prime series (a guaranteed binge-watch, considering it's a Reese Witherspoon production and stars Riley Keough) hits your cue. 7 Head Over Heels by Hannah Orenstein Atria Books amazon.com Yes, the 2020 Olympics were postponed, but that doesn't mean you can't still get your gymnastics fix. Hannah Orenstein (you might
recognize her name from this website!) delivers a majorly charming read about a gymnast-turned-coach who accidentally falls for her fellow coach while training a promising Olympic hopeful. 8 The suggestion of Jasmine Guillory amazon.com Jasmine Guillory achieves the impossible: Writing the perfect, not-all-annoying meet-cute. Nikole
is in trouble after turning down her boyfriend's proposal for an LA Dodgers game in front of thousands of fans. That's when cute doctor Carlos comes to the rescue to give her a ride home. Inevitably, they start hooking up and swearing to keep it casual, but assuming you've seen a rom-com or two, you know it's easier said than done. 9 So
here it is always by Laurie Frankel Five sons have much in common, except one thing: The youngest wants to grow up to be a girl. Laurie Frankel's stirring reads examine what happens when parenting, secrets and childhood intersect in an increasingly complicated way. 10 Normal People by Sally Rooney Hogarth Press amazon.com
Friendship turns into love is not a new concept, but somehow Normal People makes the dynamic and all its complexity seem completely original. And yes, I know what you're thinking—you absolutely should read the book before watching the Hulu show. 11 Know My Name by Chanel Miller I can still remember where I was when I first read
Chanel Miller's horrific account of being sexually assaulted by Brock Turner. At the time, the former Stanford student chose to remain anonymous, but no longer. Here, Chanel shares her story in a way that will break your heart and somehow make you feel hopeful too. 12tell Me Lies by Carola Lovering Atria Books amazon.com Betrayal.
Love. Ambition. Desire. In other words, un-put-down-able. Give it to your friend who is so bored with the dating scene and wants some exciting, sexy escape. 13 Unwifeable by Mandy Stadtmiller Gallery Books amazon.com After recently divorced Mandy Stadtmiller packs her bags and moves to New York City, she quickly realizes that the
city-who-never-sleeplives up to her glamorous reputation, but can be super destructive if you're not careful. If you love and the City, then you will be obsessed with this memoir. 14 Big Magic by Elizabeth Elizabeth Riverhead Books amazon.com Creative souls will devour the latest book from the author who gave you Eat, Pray, Love. Soul
searching, embracing your curiosity, and letting go of the past are all on the menu in this delish read. Good luck pacing yourself. 15 Pretty Things by Janelle Brown Another Amazon Prime series to-be starring one-and-only Nicole Kidman! A woman named Vanessa retreats to her family's mountain estate and faces the dark secrets of her
past. Suspenseful doesn't even start covering it. 16 Midnight Sun by Stephenie Meyer Little, Brown Books for Young Readers amazon.com Calling All Twilight Fans! Whether your loyalty lies in the show's books, movies or both, you won't want to miss Stephenie Meyer's latest story told from Edwards' point of view. You will look at Bella,
Jacob, and the whole vampire gang differently after reading it, just warn you. 17 Oona Out of Order by Margarita Montimore I 13 Going on 30, going to bed as an insecure teenager and waking up as a successful 30-year-old woman was fun. But when Oona hits the hay like a 19-year-old woman and returns to consciousness in her fifties...
well, that's another story. 18 Saint X by Alexis Schaitkin Claire is in elementary school when her older sister, Alison, disappears during a family vacation. After her body is found, the evidence is too narrow to convict the men who were arrested. Years later, Claire finds herself face-to-face with one of the alleged killers and gets caught up in
a web of deception and-possibly-desire. 19 Whisper Network by Chandler Baker Flatiron Books amazon.com The thriller, set during the #MeToo movement, follows collaborators Sloane, Ardie, Grace and Rosalita after the boss's death. Lies are told, secrets are revealed, and everyone's life is not safe. And you thought your job was
complicated. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information on this and similar content on piano.io Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Edinburgh - Hopetoun House 10k 2019 Cancer is happening right now,
which is why I am taking part in a Race for Life 10k to raise money and save lives. 1 in 2 people will be diagnosed with cancer during their lifetime. Every pound you donate makes a difference to Cancer Research UK's groundbreaking work, so please sponsor me now. 1 of 43 Abuela Abuelita's dinners will be even tastier with this retro
kitchen utensil. Blue Jean Terra Cota Roaster, $33, qvc.com 2 of 43 Abuela A fun arts and crafts project grandma can take the lead and share with the family. Martha Stewart Craft Family Tree Stamp and Ink Kit, $22.95, hsn.com 3 of 43 Abuela She has her trademark recipe, but some classic Cuban delicacies from El Chef Pépin are sure
to become favorites. Jacques Pépin New Complete Techniques, $26.89, barnesandnoble.com (available for pre-order, ship Nov. 4 of 43 Abuelo grandpa can take this domino game with with to the park or his friends, in this handy box that can be engraved. Domino Set in Bamboo Box, $28, $executivegiftshoppe.com 5 by 43 Abuelo
Abuelo will turn heads in this classic fish bensd fedora with a modern twist. STETSON FABRIC HATS, $95, to order (800) 367-3626 6 of 43 Abuelo He will always be on time with this sports inspired watch. Timex Weekender Men's Sport, $53, timex.com 7 out of 43 Boss If your boss loves wine, this tasting kit will score brownie points.
Tasting Room Wine Sampler, $32.95, tastingroom.com 8 of 43 Boss A chic case to hold her business cards. Lauren Ralph Lauren Newbury Envelope Card Case, $38, Bloomingdales 9 of 43 Brother If Your Bro Loves to Whup You in Poker and Any Other Game He Can Think Of, This Collection of Classics is a must. Library Games, $25
each, jcp.com 10 of 43 Brother This hoodie will satisfy both his tech geek and fashion boy nature —it comes with built-in headphones! HoodieBuddie Rib Zip Up, $62, hoodieBuddie.com. 11 of 43 Brother He will look like a baller every time he pulls this out. Fred Loaded Money Wallet, $24.95, shopkitson.com 12 of 43 Employees A Gift
Giving Back, with Cocoa from Latin America and Central America.GODIVA's Feed 8 Origins Collection, $25, at GODIVA stores nationwide. 13 of 43 Co-workers A no brainer, it's perfect for the movie buff. Fandango gift card, fandango.com/fandango-gift-cards 14 of 43 Coworkers Any shoe lovers will go bananas for this calendar. Shoes
2013 Calendar, $12.99, shopkitson.com 15 of 43 Friend Mini cupcakes for your girl who has a sweettooth. Baked by Melissa 100 cupcakes, $70, bakedbymelissa.com (available December 1, great other flavors available now.) 16 of 43 Friend Your fashionista BF will love this two-finger ring that's back with a twist. ASOS Double Pack
Mismatch Hero Ring, $45, asos.com 17 of 43 Friend So fitting to amiga that is all about zen. Adidas By Stella McCartney embossed yoga mat, $80, net-a-porter.com Marisa Ollins 18 of 43 La Vecina If your neighbor is a foodie, a basket of Spain's best bites will be a pleaser. Discover Spain Sampler, $49, tienda.com 19 of 43 La Vecina A
festive midpoint piece she has throughout the holiday. Teleflora Sparkle by Christmas Centerpiece, $64.95, Teleflora.com (available Nov 23). 20 of 43 La Vecina This funky Frida Kahlo tree ornament will stand out in her eclectic holiday décor. Frida Kahlo 4 inch glass ornament, $35, casaqornaments.com 21 by 43 Mami For mom who
likes some glam and bold color. Leather gloves with faux fur trim, $35, jcp.com 22 of 43 Mami Great for the office, with enough room for his laptop and more. MelieBianco Nora tote, $79, piperlime.com 23 by 43 Mami These old school perfumed soaps will take her back to her pompadour days. Maja Beauty Soap, $24.50, tienda.com 24 by
43 Boss This elegant light that is sure to impress those who are difficult to please. Annick Goutal NOEL Limited Edition Votive Candle Set, $84, neimanmarcus.com 25 by 43 Papi Has papi original engraved on these special special links that will play their shirts. Oval Stud Cuff links, $49.99, redenvelope.com 26 of 43 Papi So elegant and
hip, he wants to sport these outside the car. Dents Perforated Leather Driving Gloves, $75, mrporter.com 27 of 43 Papi Perfect for Dad who thinks he can fix something. L.L.Bean LED Flashlight with Multitool, $29.95, llbean.com 28 of 43 Papi This stylish new shaving kit will be Dad's favorite. Gillette Fusion ProGlide Styler $19.99,
cvs.com. 29 of 43 Prima Embellished collars are all rave and will immediately update her basics. JewelMint Noir Collar, $30, jewelmint.com 30 of 43 Prima Give her a lil NY flavor with these crazy cool kicks. Alicia Keys x Reebok Freestu;e Jo. $80, shop.reebok.com/us/ shop.reebok.com/us/
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